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Collaborative Reasoning on Self-Generated Analogies:

Conceptual Growth in Understanding Scientific Phenomena

Abstract

This study investigated fourth graders' self-generated analogies, that is, own analogies giving self-explanations -

opposed to analogies provided by a teacher- and the effects of their collaborative reasoning and arguing over these

analogies on individual understanding of thro scientific phenomena concerning air pressure. At the beginning the

children were individually asked to give their own explanations, explicitly encouraged to think of something similar

which could help them to understand better what they had experienced. Then, divided in small groups they were asked

to compare their accounts to collaboratively reach a shared e%pianation of each phenomenon. At the cnd, the children

were again individually asked to give their e%planations. The data underwent both a qualitative and quantitative

analysis. The firs; showed that the children, on the basis of their alternative representations of what air could do,

produced and used their own analogies as self-explanations both to help them learn the new material and
communicate their understanding to others. Moreover, the analysis of the collaborative reasoning and arguing
developed in small group discussions revealed that through steps of critical opposition and co-construction, the

learners negotiated and renegotiated meanings and ideas to share a new common knowledge based on the
explicitations of more appropriate analogies supporting more advanced e.:planations. The quantitative analysis showed

that socio-cognitive interaction in small groups v,as fruitful as the children significantly progressed on an individual

plane in giving their own explanations of each phenomenon as well as in recognizing the similarities between the

three phenomena. In addition, the qualitative data showed evidence that the children were able to explicit
metacognitive awareness of their conceptual gromh. Finally, educational implications have been drawn.



Collaborative Reasoning on Self-Generated Analogies:

Conceptual Growth in Understanding Scientific Phenomena

Theoretical framework

This study investigates the production and use of elementary scbool children's own analogies, as

opposed to analogies provided by a leacher, and their collaborative reasoning and arguing on them
within a socio-constnictivist learning environment charaCterized as a community of discourse (Brown,

1995; Brown et al., 1993; Brown & Campione, 1994).

Analog is the transfer of a relational structure from a known domain (the source) to another

fundamentally similar but less known domain (the target). All the systematic approaches which
explain how this mapping occurs attribute crucial importance to the mapping stage of the source
characteristics into the target and to the elaboration of higher-order relations connecting the two

domains (i.e. Gentner, 1983; 1989; Gick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983; Holyoak, 1985; Sternberg, 1977,
1982). Analogy is thought to be one of the fundamental methods to enhance knowledge in the

processes of scientific discovery. Historical accounts of scientific insights, based on scientists'

retrospective reconstruction of them, have described several examples of the potential of analogies

(Dreistadt, 1968; Hesse, 1966; Oppenheimer, 1956) in the practice of science within the scientific

community. A study carried out by Clement (1988) on problem solving strategies used by physics

experts in an artificial setting pointed out the spontaneous use of analogies. Evidence provided by

thinking aloud revealed three different methods of analogy generation: generation via a principle,

generation via an association, and generation via transformation. The uselfuness of some analogies

appeared to lie in the "provocative" function of activating additional knowledge schemes. This was

different from the direct transfer function where knowledge was mapped directly from the analogous

case to the original one. In some cases an analogy could lead to the discovery of new causal factors in

the examined system and to the development ofa new mental model for understanding the system.

Analogy is also valued for producing meaningful school learning understood as a generative process

in which students construct relations among experiences, concepts, and higher-order principles

(Wittrock, 1985). It can act as a valuable tool to teach and learn complex concepts in curricular

domains (Bran.sford et. al., 1989; Duit, 1991; Glynn, 1990, 1991, 1994; Prawat, 1989; Stepich &

Newby, 1988; Suzuki, 1994). Several empirical studies have addressed the role of instructional

analogies in teaching and learning contents of different science fields. They have indicated the

conditions under which analogies may be effective aids in building richer representations of new

concepts by enhancing the connection of information and the elaboration of more comprehensive and

integrated knowledge structures (i.e. Clement, 1989; Newby, Eartmer, & Stepich, 1994; Simons,
1984; Zook & Di Vesta, 1991). In particular, some studies have recently pointed out the succeu of

analogy in conceptual change. Innovative research has been carried out on the effects of analogy in



learning science concepts by taking into account studcnts' preexisting knowledge (Brown, 1994;

Joshua & Dupin, 1987; Mason, 1994 a, b; Stmy, 1991; Treagust, Harrison, & Venville, 1993). One of

the most influential instructional approaches designed to use analogies to overcome learners'

alternative conceptions in physics, successfully employed by Clement and his collaborators, is the

"bridging analogies" approach (i. e. Clement, 1993; Brown & Clement, 1989).

It is noteworthy that research on instructional analogies has focused on analogies provided by teachers

or experimenters as aids to construct and remember newly learned information. Only very recently the

potential of self-geneiated analogies, that is when learners use their own analogies as opposed to

analogies provided by an adult, has begun to be investigated. Cosgrove (1991) has analyzed eighth

graders-suggested analogies in learning about electricity, domain in which a major obstacle to

learning the scientific view concerns the belief that electricity is used up, so resistors are thought of as

consumers of charge rather than as hindrances to its flow. Within a non direct teaching episode, the

students were encouraged to propose their own analogies to deal with an aspect of electricity, the

notion that moving charges are conserved. The development of a particular analogy as a part of the

process of making sense of the phenomenon led to the construction of a transitional framework, that

is, an intermediate position in which the conservation of current could be recognized. Zook and Maier

(1994) have investigated the generation of own personal analogies as elaboration devices by analyzing

the features of those analogies and the interpretations novice and expert middle school students

provided for them. The results of their study demonstrated that novices often generate analogies for

themselves that are superficially similar to the examples that they have already experienced.

Moreover, their analogies may often fail to account the essential target-domain features, thus

minimizing their effectiveness as explanatory models. Young novices are more likely to form

misconceptions because of their difficulties to construct relational interpretations of analogies.

However, it is noteworthy that this study did not take into account students' prior knowledge on the

target science contents which could have strongly affected the production of their own analogies.

Wong (1993 a, b) has investigated the self-generation of analogies as a means for advancing

conceptual understanding in college students. The participants were asked to create, apply, and

modify their personal analogies az a heuristic for constructing, evaluating, and modifying their own

explanations for the given scientific phenomena. Remarkable changes in explanations were observed,

which ranged from the creation of new ones to the raising of important questions about the nature of

the examined phenomenon.

These three studies indicate that students approaching new science contents may take advantage from

the systematic production and application of their own analogies. Self-generated analogies can be seen

as a kird of self-explanation produced to integrate new information into existing knowledge, which

according to the recent research carried out by Chi and collaborators (1994), enhances learning and

understanding even when it is conceptually inaccurate. Therefore, students can be encouraged to use

personal analogies, as experts spontaneously do in scientific problem solving (Clement, 1988), to

generate explanations of given phenomena. Evaluating the success of their project "Community of



learners" they arc implementing in inner-city elementary and middle schools, Brown and Campione

(1994) found that a quality of students' analogies increased as they progressed in ethically thinking

about knowledge. In particular, they progressed from using surface similarities to using deep

similarities between situations and phenomena. If initially they could draw simple analogies, such as

between human eyes and car headlights, later they made advanced analogies, such as between a car

engine and the human heart to explain the underlying mechanisms.

The three above mentioned studies on the self-generation of analogies have addressed older students

who were involved, with the exception of the first study, only in indMdual activity..It seemed

relevant to expand the focus of research towards younger students who, in a Vygotskian frame of

reference, are supposed to better perform in a collaborative learning environment since reasoning in

children is mainly manifested in thc externalized form of discussing and arguing with someone else.

According to the social constnictivist perspective, the present study assumes that knowledge growth

occurs as a result of personal interactions in social contexts (Vygotsky, 1978; Wersch, 1985; Resnick,

Levine, & Teasley, 1991). Social interaction in the classroom takes place in collaborative situations

such as discussions, both between peers and between teachers and students, giving learners cognitive

apprenticeship opportunities to acquire cultural reasoning and argumentation ways (Collins, Brown,

& Newman, 1989). Research has pointed out that argumentation processes in classroom discussions

can f,ster the acquisition of conceptual knowledge Cdrown & Campione, 1990, 1994; Brown &

Palincsar, 1989; Driver et al., 1995; Kobayashi, 1994; Mason, submitted; Pontecorvo, 1997, 1990).

Giving students opportunity to explicit their own explanations, in this case through self-generated

analogies, and then compare, challenge, evaluate, and modify them collaboratively on the

interpsychological plane to reach better understanding of the examined phenomena may be a fruitful

breeding ground for individual conceptual growth, that is, more advanced knowledge may be

appropriated on the intrapsychological plane by socio-cognitive interaction on a conceptual content.

According to Larreamendy-Joerns and Chi (1994) the effectiveness of social interaction in enhancing

science learning can be attributed to the fact that a collaborative learning context encourages

production of self-explanations about information which is unavailable and yet required to completely

understand the conccpt to be learned. Therefore, if a student explicits a self-generated analogy to

explain a scientific phenomenon he or she can be required to give reasons supporting it and if it

happens to be wrong after a critical examination, subsequent more correct information can be

constructed with peers in order to give a more satisfying account of the examined situation. In other

words, collaborative reasoning and arguing can increase the positive effect that self-explanations

produce when there is no social interaction (Larreamendy-Joerns & Chi, 1994). In that respect a

complementary point of view on the effectiveness of social interaction refers to the fact that a

collaborative learning context by assuring the confrontation of different ideas can foster metacognitive

awareness of one's own conceptions. By sharing with and for others the inquiry about what lies

behind their own conceptions, the discussion participants bring to the surface the representations and

presuppositions on which their conceptions rely. In such a way each interlocutor has the opportunity



to be aware of his or her own ideas and to transform them into "reasoned theories" (Kuhn, 1993).

Students' metaconceptual awareness of their own representations through w hich they interpret and

make predictions about the world has recently been acknowledged as crucial in conceptual change

(Hennessey, 1993; Mason, 1994 a, b; Roth, 1990; Vosniadou, 1991, 1994) since it is the fundamental

condition to experience the need for knowledge revision while trying to integrate new information

into preexisting conceptual structures. Therefore, collaborative reasoning on self-generated analogies

may be a useful tool in creating and refining metaconceptual awareness about one's own

representations and.the reasons on which the given self-explanations are based.

The aini of this qualitative and quantitative study was io analyze the production and use of analogies

self-generated by children in self-explaining the examined skientific phenomena, and to evaluate the

effects of their collaborative reasoning and arguing on those analogies.

The answers to the following questions were the objectives of the study:

(a) Do fourth graders explicitly encouraged to create and apply self-generated analogies produce and

use thcm to construct accounts of scientific phenomena?

(b) Are these self-generated analogies influenced by learners' personal know ledge base?

(c) How, if at all, does a collaborative reasoning context facilitate the evaluation of individually self-

generated analogies and construction of more advanced explanations of the examined phenomena?

(d) Does collaborative reasoning improve explanations at individual level? In other words, what

conceptual growth can be identified in learners' individual explanations of the examined scientific

phenomena as appropriation of knowledge through socio-cognitive interaction in group discussions?

(e) Is there any evidence that learners are metaconceptually aware of their conceptual growth?

Method

Subjects. A whole class in a public elementary school in the Padova area (Northern Italy), made up of

18 fourth graders, took part in the implementation of a cure.culum unit within a wider science

curriculum. The children, half girls and half boys, shared a homogeneous middle class sccial

background.

Material. The science curriculum unit dealt with air properties, in panicular air pressure, a very

important topic throughout school science (Brcok & Driver, 1989; Ruggiero et al , 1985; Seri, 1985)

as it is at the basis of many more or less simple phenomena. Three air pressure phenomena were

introduced to the children.

(I) A glass is filled with water and covered with a piece of cardboard. Then, it is turned upside down

km-ping a hand on the cardboard. Then the hand is removed. Why does the water not come out?

(2) A sink plunger is pushed hard on a smooth surface. Why is it very difficult to pull off?

(3) A can of drink (iced tea) is turned upside down to pour the tea into a cup from a hole on its upper

surface. Why does nothing come out? A second hole is made on the opposite side of the same surface.

Why does the tea come out?



Educational setting. An innovative teaching-learning context was created to implement the complete

science curriculum by stinuilating socio-cognitive peer interaction: large-group discussions, the whole

class, and small-group discussions, four or five studcnts who held different conceptions on the same

topic. The researcher fitted in with this educational setting in each session devoted to the science

curriculum unit (two hours twice a week for about one month and half).

Procedure. At the beginning the children were individually interviewed on the topic of air

characteristics to ascertain their prior knowledge. In the first session they individually experienced

with concrete objects the three phenomena on air pressure. Then they were asked to give an

explanation for each of them and to "think of something similar" (not to use the term "analogy") that

could help to better understand each phenomenon. Moreover, they were asked if they perceived any

similarities between the phenomena, and if so, which. In the next three sessions the children were

divided in four small groups (two made up of four and two of five learners) ensuring that each group

included children who had given different individual explanations. Within each group, the children

were ask( d to compare their accounts to collaboratively reach a shared explanation of each

phenomenon by evaluating and modifying the already self-generated analogies or creating new ones.

In the next session a whole-class discussion took place to give each group the opportunity to present to

the others the explanations it had collaboratively reached and for a further exchange and comparison

of interpretations. In the final session the children were again individually required to give their

explanation of the three air pressure phenomena. As in the initial session they were also asked which

similarities they perceived between the phenomena. Moreover, they were asked three questions to

ascertain, in an exploratory way, their metacogniuve awareness (if any) of the growth in their

conceptual structures (Do you think your ideas about the phenomenon x, y, z have been changed? If

so, in what way they changed? Why do you think they changed?)

Data source and analysis. Data were collected by audiorecording each session. Discussions were

totally transcribed as were the initial and final individual interviews. The data underwent both a

qualitative and quantitative analysis. The first aimed at identifying and examining: (a) the individual

seLf-generated analogies and explanations given for the scientific phenomcna by each child before and

after socio-cognitive interaction. The think-aloud methodology was used to allow them to express their

thought processes; (b) the collaborative discourse-reasoning developed in the various grr

discussions, in which the individually self-generated analogies arld explanations were evaluated,

modified or abandoned in favor of new ones, in socially constructing sharable knowledge; (e) the

explicitation of metacognitive awareness of one's own conceptual growth in understanding the

phenomena. The quantitative analysis aimed at verifying whether there were statistically significant

differences between the individual explanations given before and after the collaborative reasoning and

arguing on the phen ditena To this aim the data underwent the McNemar test
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Results

Prior knowledge: Air exists and takes up space

Before introducing the phenomena to the children, in the initial interview they were asked some

questions on air characteristics, to see whether they held the idea that air exists, took up space, and

Weighed. Shown an empty water. bottle, 14 of them said there was .no water inside.but air and

Sebastiano added: "U there was no air it would be squashed". It must be said that in third grade, while

learning the metrical decimal system, in particular capacity measures, the children had experienced

the existence of air inside empty bottles when they could not pour water from one container to another

under certain conditions. To verify whether they could apply the idea that air took up space, they were

shown a picture of an empty bottle with a funnel and a tight-fitting rubber &round its neck to prevent

the air from escaping. The picture showed that the water poured into the funnel could not pass

through. The children were asked why. In this case, only 4 of them gave the correct explanation.

Another question was aimed at investigating if the children recognized that air weighs by showing

them a picture of two balloons equally inflated on a simple balance. The question was what would

happen to the balance if one of the balloons were more inflated. Thirteen children said that the

balance would go down on the side of the more inflated balloon as "Air weighs because it exists

although we can't touch and see it". Of the remainder, 1 child clearly maintained that 'air doesn't

weigh", 1 said that it depended on the air inflated "... because if it's cold the balance tends to go down

but if the air's warm, it tends to go up". Clear answers were not given by 3 children. As concerns the

physical properties of air, as we can see below, some of the alternative conceptions highlighted by

previous studies involving students of secondary school age range (i.e. Engel-Clough & Driver, 1986;

Ruggiero et al., 1985; Seri, 1985) and elementary school age range (i.e. Brook, Driver, & Hind,

1989; Mason, 1986, 1988) were at the basis of many explanations given to the phenomena examined

here:

- a strong tendency to associate air with movement so "air does nothing' when not in motion;

a strong tendency to focus on an active agent inside containers rather than atmospheric pressure

outside;

no reference to pressure differences to explain phenomena, but rather to a sucking, pulling air idea

or to a sucking vacuum.

Individually self-generated analogies and explanations

First phenomenon: The gliss and the cardboard

Each child was invited to perform the first phenomenon, designed to elicit his or her ideas about air

pressure in equilibrium, by introducing a phenomenon which was unfamiliu and contrary to intuition



and expel-knee. Ten different analogies were individually self-generated in producing explanations.

1. Water is like glue (6 children).
It glues the cardboard as it does a sheet of paper'.

2. Water is likt a magnet (4 children).
"It's like a magnet but magnets attract iron. It's like the water was the magnet and the cardboard was
the iron".

3. It's like small suction cups on toys (2 children).
"When we play we push the small cups and they stick".

4. It's like a pen cap on the lips (2 children).
"If you put a pen capnn your lips and then you suck, it stays up because of lack of air ... the pen cup's
like the cardboard and the water's like the vacuum in the middle, the pen cup's like the edge of the
glass, the difference's that here instead of air pressure there's water pressure doing the sucking".

5. It's like a glass on the mouth (1 child).
"A glass can be made to stick to the mouth after drinking".

6. Watcr is like saliva which sticks (1 child).
"When I don't want to use glue I lick the paper and it sticks for a while. The water inside the glass
glues the cardboard as if it was saliva."

7. It's like when a piece of paper sticks to the TV screen (1 child).
"Sometimes when you touch the TV screen you can hear a buzz (zzzz) One day I was holding a piece
of paper. I was in front of the TV screen. I didn't lay it on the screen but it stuckto it".

8 It's like when a piece of cellophane sticks to my hands (1 child).
"If there's a piece of cellophane on the table and I put my hand on it, it sticks and it doesn't fall".

9. The cardboard is like a bung which prevents water from falling down (1 child).

10. The cardboard is like a sponge holding water (1 child).

The self-generated analogies wert affected by the children alternative conceptions and they varied in

validity and quality of explanation. As can be seen, three (3, 4, 5) are acceptable, although at different

levels, from a scientific point of view as tir pressure phenomena are involved. However, these

analogical sources were not understood in scientifically appropriate ways. Interestingly, in this phase

none of the children who self-generated these three analogies referred to the explanatory structure in

terms of air pressure difference. The other analogies revealed that in trying to figure out the

mechanism which produced the phenomenon, the children focused on its tangible aspect, so the fact

that water did not come out reminded them of other phenomena in which something else stuck.. The

following is a part of the explanation offered by Andreina who produced several analogies in trying to

figure out the result of the experiment.

Water doesn't come out because the cardboard, I think, absorbs water, it's like a sponge holding water
... [after replicating the phenomenon by using a piece of paper) also paper absoits water, maybe water
with paper or cardboard's like a magnet, a magnet which attracts iron, a magnet's hard instead water's
liquid ... I remember that sometimes after drinking I play in this way with the glass. I'll show you it
[she shows). I put it on my mouth and the air inside the glass keeps it on the mouth, here the airs
outside ... I don't know ... BUt I have to do this (she sucks) with my mouth to keep the glass on. Here
you push the cardboard on the glass, there's air inside the glass, no, no. I don't think 11, no ... the glass
is filled With Willer yet it stays up, this means that bus afr down matter.



All the individual explanations given to the phenomenon were as follows.

- Watcr attracts the cardboard (5 children).

- Water glues the cardboard (4 children).

- Air inside the glass sucks the cardboard up (4 children).

- Air cannot get in to replace water (2 children).

- Outside air pushes the cardboard up and holds it up (4 children).

The most advanced initial explanation was given by the few childien who changed their

representations of the phenomenon during the interview. They started with one of the above reported

alternative explanations but they realized it was not effective, io while trying to figure Out the

phenomenon better they were able to reach an acceptable, although partial, explanation. An example

is Elena's reasoning.

Let's see. I don't think that the cardboard absorbs water because I also used a piece of newspaper and
the water didn't come out, practically it's the same. Probably there's a force inside the glass, it:: filled
with water, water can have a force, that is water's like a glue for the cardboard ... Let's see ... When it's
wet the cardboard sticks better ... I'm not very sure, convinced about that ... I must do the experiment
again [she does it). I'm thinking that it could be a force that pushes the cardboard to stick to the glass
... let me see again ... yes! The air outside the glass pushes the cardboard to stick to the glass.

Second phenomenon: The stnk plunger

Each child was invited to test out the plunger on different surfaces and then to explain why it was

difficult to remove it from a smooth surface.

Seven analogies were individually self-generated in producing explanations.

1. It is the same mechanism as the small suctions cups on soft toys (5 children).

2. It is like the glass inverted with the cardboard attached to it (3 children).

3. It is like a pan with a lid (1 child).
"When you put a lid on a pan on the fire, the lid traps some air and when you lift it there's a little
vapor inside and it's quite difficult to pull off".

4. It is like a parachute (1 child).
"Both the plunger and a parachute get inflated".

5. It is like when you press something on the ground (1 child).
"When something's pressed hard on the ground it breaks, here it's the same but the pushed air doesn't
break on the surface".

6. It is like super-glue (1 child).
"When you spray super-glue, if there's air in few seconds it hardens, but it doesn't if there isn't any air.
When the plunger's pushed down it's like super-glue when there is air".

I 1
7. It is like a balloon inflated with air (1 child).
"Both the plunger and a balloon have air inside and are closed".

The children's self-produced analogies in trying to figure out this air pressure diffez woe phenomenon

were based on what they conceived was the underlying mechanism, that is the presence of air under

the plunger cup. It is interesting to note that one of the children who drew the analov between the



glass and the former in terms of air trapped inside the cup. In making the correspondences between

the two analogs she was therefore "forced" to change her representation of the source itself in order to

avoid a conceptual conflict and manage to combine contradictory evidence. She said: "... mayte there

was air inside the cardboard which keeps it up ... Hera, whcn you press the plunger in such a way air

is kept inside the red cup. Yes, there's air in both." Also the other two children who made connections

with the glass and cardboard phenomenon perceived the similarity only in terms of internal air that

kept the cardboard attached to the glass and the plunger attached to the surface.

All the individual explanations given to theexaminestphenomenon were as follows.

- Air trapped inside makes the plunger stick (1.0 children).

- No air inside the plunger (5 children).

- rhe plunger is made of a special rubber (1 child).

No air inside the plunger and outside air pressure (1 child).

I don't know (1 child).

None of the children understood the phenomenon in terms of difference in air pressure inside and

outside the plunger cup. The most advanced explanation wa.s given by Giovanni whc mentioned the

outside air opposing resistance. While reasoning on the phenomenon he said:

Air's against you. Yes, it's logic, air would be against to you. But I'm thinking that the air should
make resistance to every object in here, but it doesn't. Why? Why?

This is a clear example showing the children's difficulty of thinking in terms of relationships bemeen

internal and external air pressure. Giovanni held the idea of vacuum inside the cup and the idea of

pressure exerted by the external air in the room but he could not figure c.., how the latter did not

affect the .other objects that he could pull up easily. He was not able to combine the two aspects of

vacuum inside and external pressure outside in a relationship based on prcssure difference. Significant

is his metacognitive reflection on experiencing conceptual difficulty. The two most popular

interpretations assigned the air inside the plunger cup a crucial role in 'sticking", "holding", "pulling

down. A typical one was: "Air's trapped inside the cup, there's a force inside :hat makes it difficult to

pull it up".

Third phenomenon: The can with one or two holes

In explaining why the tea (Arne out ouly when there were two holes in the upper surface of the can,

the children individually self-generated the nine analogies that follow.

1. It is like the situation of the bottle with the funnel and a tight-fitting rubber around its neck (3

children).

2. It is like when you open a can of oil (motor oil or cooking oil, 2 children)
"I see tny father when be changes the oil in his ear He makes two holes and he told me that one hole
is to allow the air to come out and the other to allow the oil to come out. Two things can't ge out at the
same time through the same bole. A big whole suild be necessary as with pull-ring can&

-



"Also my mother makes two holes when she opens the oil can to cook chips, it's the same".

3. It is likc what happens when we pour wine from a bottle to another (2 children).

4. It is like a water-clock (1 child).
"I tried to make a kind of water-clock by using two bottles, but the water trickled through very slowly,
so I made a hole in the upper bottle and the air came outTM.

5. It is like emptying something (1 child).
"When you pull a lid off to empty a tan!: for example, all the stuff comes out and the air goes in it".

6. It is like when a pool is emptied of water (I child).
"1 saw two plunges being opened to empty a pooL There was air underneath and only one plunge was
not enough" (1 child).

7. It is like when there's a narrow door and two people want to pass through together (1 child).

8. "It is like when we use armbands for swimming. The air doesn't come out even the small hole is
opcn. In the meanwhile there's air around us, the air should go into the armbands and the air inside
come out. So it's quite difficult, you have to squeeze them if you want the air to go out from the small
h&c" (1 child).

9. It is like what happens in the inverted glass experiment (1 child).
"There's air outside the cardboard and it helps it to remain attached, here the air wants to go in the
can and the tea go out, the air helps both, there to stay up, here to pour the tea out".

The analogies self-generated to give an account of this phenomenon, compared with other ones self-

zeneratee to explain the first and second phenomenon, although varying in quality of explanation,

we:e the most valid and appropriate. They indicated how the children had some intuitive knowledge

which could be used as an anchor for new knowledge. Of the three children who made the analogy

with the bottle-and- funnel situation referring to the idea that both air and water take up space, two

pointed out that in this situation the air was outside while in the previous one it was inside the bottle.

For example, Irene said:

The last time I told you that air has to go out for the water to go in and then when the rubber was
between the bottle opening and the funnel, the air could not go out. Here it's similar, but the opposite
because the air goes in and the water, not the tea, comes out

In referring to the same source situation, the third child, Martina pointed out that air was both inside

the bottle and inside the can and that from both places it had to go out to allow a liquid to enter. She

then produced the analog with armbands to strengthen and support her idea that the air inside a

container cannot go out from a very small hole unless you push it out.

All the individual explanations given to the examined phenomenon were as follows.

If there is only one hole the outside air, that has to go in to allow the tea to go out, and the tea clash.

If there are two holes the air goes in through one hole and the tea goes out from the other (9 children).

- If there is only one hole the tea and the air inside the can have to go out from the same bole. If there

are two holes the air inside goes out from one hole and the tea goes out from the other (3 children).

- If there is only one hole the outside air and the tea push on the same hole. If there are two holes the

outside air pushes and goes in through one hole and the tea pushes and goes out from the other (3



chi ldren).

- If there is only one hole thc tea gets less force to go out. If there are two holes t!it tca gets more force

to go out (2 children).

I don't know (1 child).

The most popular reason referred to a correct intuitive representation of the phenomenon although not

expressed in terms of pressure equilibrium and difference. Apparently this third experiment was more

easily explained by the children as it was not contrary to intuition and more familiar. In fact it

reminded some children of the situation:introduced in theinitial interview where water could not go

into the bottle because of the rubber between the funnel and the bottle opening, and their experience of

pouri ng liquids.

The initial perception of similarities between the three phenomena

After explaining the three phenomena individually, the children were asked if they could identify any

similarities between them and, if so, which. All of them were able to recognize some similarities

although not all between the three phenomena and at different levels. The similarities between the

three phenomena perceived by 14 children are as follows.

- In all the phenomena there is air which does something (5 children).
"From the plunger air escapes, there it helps the cardboard to stay up and in the can it goes in to allow
the tea to come out".

In all the phenomena there is air inside a container (4 children).
"All the objects holding something have air inside them".

In all the phenomena something does not happen.
"The water doesn't go down, the plunger doesn't come off, and the tea doesn't go out" (2 children).

- In all the phenomena there is the same mechanism, that is "the ordinary air pressure which
continuously pushes on something" (2 children).

In all the phenomena there is no air inside a container (1 child).

The higher-level identified similarities were expressed by the two children who mentioned the

underlying mechanism caused by air pressure. They were the children who gave the most advanced

explanations of each phenomenon.

The similarities between two of the three phenomena perceived by the other 4 children are as iollows.

- "The plunger and the glass are similar because they stick, the can's different" (1 child).

"There's something which acts as a magnct in the plunger and in the inverted glass but not in the

can, it's different" (1 child).

"The ex-periments with the plunger and the can are similar because they don't allow what's inside to

go out" (1 child).

- "The glass and the can are similar because they can make a liquid go out" ( 1 child).



The social construction of knowledge: Collaborative reasoning and arguing on individually self-

generated analogies and explanations

The children, divided in four small groups, each including learners who had expressed different

individual conceptions in the previous individual sessions, were asked to compare their personal

explanations by evaluating the already generated analogies and creating new ones to collaboratively

reach a shared explanation of the three phenomena. The teacher participated in the group discussions

only if the children required her presence at some point of their reasoning and arguing

First phenomenon: The glass and the cardboard

The following excerpts are drawn from the sequence of discourse-reasoning about the phenomenon of

the inverted glass1 drveloped within one of the small groups.

(1) Giovanni. First of all we've got to decide why the water doesn't come out from the inverted glass.
Let me see ... The explanation I can give you is that the air pushes, that is, the air's under the glass, it
goes to the cardboard and the cardboard to the glass and it remains attached. The air pushes.
(2) Alatteo: No, no, the air's inside the glass, it attracts the care.aard.
(3) Giulio: I think it's like a magnet
(4) Jenny: Yes, the water in the glass attracts the cardboard.
(5) Giovanni: Well, so rm the only one who says that the outside air pushes. You've said that the
water attracts, so we've got to decide. But let me ask you a question: *How can water attract? What
force does it have? It's the air that pushes.
(6) Matteo: I've explained that once I licked a piece of paper and it stuck, so water could be a kind of
glue.
(7) A ndreina: But how can water or outside air attract the cardboard? I 'Ion't understand.
(8) Jenny: Because the water ... no, in the glass there's air, it attracts the cardboard. This's what I say.
(9) Giovanni: Do you remember that nobody at school told us that air attracts? By reasoning during
the interview I understood that the outside air pushes, it has a pressure.
(10) Andreina: When I put the glass here, on my lips, and I do this movement [she shows it], it's the
air which sucks it up.
( 1 1) Giovanni: rm sorry, but it's you who's sucking ... you and the glass's kept up. It's &fferent in that
case, here nothing does that, nothing sucks, instead we know that air pushes but there's also the water
with its pressure which pushes, so Giulio, what do you think?
(12) Giulio: maybe you're right, maybe ... but it's pretty difficult to figure out.

This first part of the discussion shows how its dynamics was characterized by oppositions and counter-

oppositions. Giovanni, who initially had individually given the most advanced explanation contrasting

any other supported by his classmates, will scaffold their reasoning to make more acceptable the

external air pressure idea. Water as a glue was not developed any more in favor of the idea that

something mur suck, be it water or supposed internal air as Jenny's assertions show. The analogy

drawn by Andreina, that will surface again during the discussion, was rejected by Giovanni who

pointed out that the examined phenomenon did not involve any form of sucking inside the glass and

1 _
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thcn he underlined the fact that two forces were involved. Here another sequence from the same

discussion is reported.

(55) Giulio: I think that the cardboard's wet, it's like if it was against the water in the glass and so
this doesn't come out because there's water against water.
(56) Gio .anni: But then the water in the glass would win because it's much more, if it was water
against water the cardboard would drop.
(57) Giulio: When the cardboard's wet it gets heavier.
(58) Giovanni: Even better!! It will fall down. Instead there must be another force which pushes in the
opposite direction.
(59) Giulio: rm thinking about this. Maybe it's true, maybe it's the air.
(60) Giovanni: The outside air. Neither wins because if the air won the cardboard would be in this
position [he shows it], instead if the water won it would fall down.
(61) Giulio: You mean that there are two equivalent forces, water and air are two equal forces.
(62) Jenny: Maybe I understand why the water doesn't go down: the air pushes to the glass edge and
in this way the cardboard stays up.
(63) Andreina: I'm puzzled because I don't undcrstand why the cardboard sticks to the glass because of
the external air under the glass. There's air also above the glass.
(64) Giovanni: Yes, the air pressure above pushes the glass and the air pressure under pushes the
cardboard on the glass. It's right.
(65) Afarteo: There's air but if you put a hand under the glass you don't feel the air, it's transparent, it's
a very particular thing.

The sequence is the furthering of Giovanni's claim about two opposing forces which helped the

children to accept the new idea of external air pressure. Interestingly, Giulio, who probably because

of an implicit presupposition of his was looking for another force also exerted by water, was scaffolded

by Giovanni'.; counter-opposition to change his mind. Moreover, also Andreina's metaconceptual

reflection sh.::, that she was busy connecting new developing knowledge. She could then experience

difficulties in combining and integrating it all as well as Matteo who pointed out that air is "a very

particular thing" meaning that it was still implausible to believe that a "transparent" thing could push

on something. The next sequence is focsed on the evaluation of some analogies that had been

individually self-generated.

(78) Giovanni: Those comparisons [written on a poster] aren't valid any more.
(79) Giulio: Yes, right, we've got to find a better one fitting our new explanation.
(80) Marteo: I think that the comparison with the TV [he had generated this analogy] is right because
the water sticks the cardboard like glue and there because there's electricity.
(81) Jenny: No, I don't agree with you. it isn't the same, no. We've got another explanation now.
(82) Giovanni: I didn't agree with you at all, Matto), because water and electricity are two different
things.
(83) Andreina: Yes, it's true, they've got nothing in common.
(84)Giulio: Maybe I've got a comp..rison, it isn't right but it can explain: it's like a tool made up of two
forces, for example two pieces of iron. The air pushes upward and the water downward.
(8$) Andreina: Saying that water's likc glue or a magnet's totally rejectable, instead the comparison
with the cellophane could be good, as it stays attached to our hands.
(86) Giovanni: No, I disagree, the paper sticks to our hands but the air doesn't matter, air doesn't push
in that case, and the idea that water's like a magnet is completely crazy.
(87) Jenny Yes, I 'ye thought over this idea and it isn't very good.
(88) Giovanni: I think that the glau-onthe-mouth situation, reported by Andreina, could appear
similar but in our experiment inside the glass there's no ncuum, there's water, but when in try to 1 6



there's air outside, yes, the external air pushes on everything, also in that case. Oh good griell Yes,
OK, they are similar.

The excerpt shows that some of the individually self-generated analogies were abandoned and that the

analogy with the situation of a glass on the mouth was acceptcd by Giovanni who, trying to

demonstrate a major difference between the analogs, came to find out their similarity in terms of

external air pressure.

The next extracts come from another small-group discussion on the same experiment which did not

come to share the idea reached by the Previous group. The children started to reason and .argue

together after reading all the different explanations given, written on a poster.

(30) Valentina: The idea that the air inside the glass sucks the cardboard up isn't 'right because we've
seen that the glass WU filled with water and so there couldn't be any air inside it. The other one that
external air pushes the cardboard to the glass isn't correct either because the outside air has nothing to
do with this, so all we can say now is that water's like a plunger for the cardboard, it sucks.
(31) Christian: I think that also the other comparison's right because the cellophane stays attachai like
the cardboard to the glass, it's the same situation.
(32) Alessandro: I think water's s like a suction cup on a toy, you stick it to the window. It's the same
thing done with other stuff.
(33) Martina: I agree with the idea that water's like a suction cup because the glass sucked the
cardboard, the water acted as a cup.
(34) Alessandro: Yes, the glass was full of water so it couldn't have any air inside.

The idea that water in the glass "sucked" the cardboard up, which reminded them of the action of a

suction cup, was initially accepted by the group who then called the teacher to express their shared

explanation of the phenomenon.

(41) Teacher: Why are you rejecting the other ideas?
(42) Valentina: The idea of external air pressure's absolutely wrong because external air has nothing
to do with the glass.
(43) Teacher: You say the external air has nothing to do with this situation.
(44) Christian: rm changing my mind. I want to say that the outside air pushes the cardboard to the
glass, towards the glass, and in this way it helps it to stay up.
(45) Martina: I disagree, air can't push the cardboard because the external air's normal, that is, it isn't
all concentrated on the cardboard.
(46) Valentina: Maybe there was a small draught and so the cardboard stays up.
(47) Martina: It doesn't make me understand the matter, I don't agree, I need someone to persuade me.
(48) Christian: ru try: Imagine that this is the glass. I turn it upside down, the air which's around here
pushes, it pushcs the mrdboard.
(49) Afartina: But how is it possible? All the air go against the cardboard? It must be very strong.
(50) Alessandro: It doesn't seem to me very ...
(51) Teacher: What about other similar situations?
(52) Valentina: We've decided that water was like a suction cup which sucks, practically the water
attracted the cardboard.
(53) Alessandro: Yes, go back to my previous idea, the water attracts the cardboard.
(54) Christian: 1 want to say this new idea's the best. Air pushes and another situation's similar, that
is, when you've eaten candies, then the cellophane around them stays attached to your hands because
also there the air pushes.
(55) Alessandro: No, no, the comparison with a magnet's much better, it's closer to the idea that water
attracts the cardboard.



In giving the teacher their reasons for rejecting the othcr ideas, the children maintained again their

alternative explanation, welt expressed in Alessandro's words, through the comparison with the action

of a magnet. Christian, the only child who tried to think of the phenomenon in terms of atmospheric

pressure, interpreted also the inappropriate analogical source in terms of the new developing idea. It

can be seen, and better still in the next excerpt, that Martina and Alessandro could not integrate in

their conceptual ecoloa the ido of external air pressure given their ontology of air, that is, the

implicit preSupposition that air can ekert a force only if it is in motion in an open space.

(67) Nfartina: I can't understand hnw *this idea's true.

(68) Christian: May I explain something to you? This is the free air and this is the cardboard, thc air

pushes it and it makes it stick.
(69) Martina: Yes, but how can it do that? I'm not yet convinced about that.

(70) Alessandro: Christian, we've understood your idea but you have to explain to us why it happcns,

why it happens. Why?
(71) Christian: Kir pushes.
(72).1 lessandro: Why does it push?
(73) Martina: Explain it to us in simple words if you can't explain it very well.

(74) Christian: Because air goes fast, it seems to go slowly but it goes very fast.

(75) Martina: Anyway, how is it possible that there's always a draught here? TeU me!

(76) Alessandro: I think the water attracts the cardboard and by attracting it the water in the glass

keeps it up. The inside and outside air have nothing to dowith it.

(77) Christian: Guys, let's pretend that this is the cardboard, under it there's the air which pushes it.

It's this, only this.
(78) .Vartiria: But is there always a draught? How is it possible that there's a draught under the

cardboard?
(79).-Iles.sandro: So far, Christian, you've been able to tell us only this.

(80) Martina: How can I understand what you say? Because, my friend, there isn't always a draught

which pushes the glass.
(81) Christian: The air in the room pushes the cardboard against the glass. That's all.

(82) Alessandro: What Christian said's wrong. A very strong draught would be necessary, otherwise

the normal air's to weak. The experiment's like a whirlpool, if you throw something, it sucics it in. It's

the same here. Water, not air, has a force.

Christian was not able to support his intuition about external air pressure topersuade his classmates of

its plausibility. He was challenged to explain it better, that is, the opposers required him to give them

sharable reasons for the idea to be accepted. Indeed, it would be a very hard job since his idea was so

implausible and alien to their representations of the air properties, based on the ontological belief that

only air in motion can exert a force. The end of the group discussion pointed out the alternative

conception about the sucking action exerted by the water in the glass emphasized through the analogy

of the whirlpool. The explanation shared by the group will be argued over in the final whole class

discussion that will help Martina and Alessandro to revise their entrenched belief about what static

air can and cannot do, that is, their personal ontology of air.
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Second phenomenon: The plunger

The following excerpt is part of a small-group discussion on the plunger phenomenon. It bcgins after

a child, Sebastiano, noticed the air noise made by the plunger pressed on a smooth surface.

(28) Sebastiano: May I say something? Try to put your hand here. I'd argue that it made a noise
because there was a little air in the middle of the cup and it was pushed out.
(29) Enrico: If air remained inside, the plunger would pull off', the air's forced to go out by pushing
the plunger down. .

(30) Sebastiano: Yes, as I said there's no air inside.
(31) Elisa: But why does then the plunger pull off?
(32) Giacomo: Why?Tell us why.
(33) Enrico: Outside air makes resistance, it wants to go in where there's nothing.
(34) Giacomo: Yes, it would like to go in.
(35) Enrico: The external air does this and that [he shows what) so we find it very difficult to pull the
plunger up. Here, on the wall, instead, it's very easy because there are little bulges on the surface, it
doesn't stick well.
(36) Elise): You mean that there's always air inside the cup here?
(37) Sebastiano: We've got to explain better, Let me try again. If here there's a little bulge you can't
push down, it doesn't stick well, the air can come out tut also go in.
(38) Enrico: The very same thing happens with the toy suction cups on the windows.
(39) Elisa: Thus, the comparison with super-glue has nothing to do with the plunger.
(40) Enrico: It's simply what happens to a material in the air, it has nothing to do with this.
(41) Elisa: What do you think about the comparison with the lid sticking to a pan?
(41) Sebastiano: No, it isn't right because the lid doesn't stick perfectly.
(42) Enrico: Besides, it isn't right because you put a lid to stop the vapor from coming out, the vapor
goes up so you don't have difficulty in removing the lid; air helps you, it pushes you, it isn't difficult at
all. The situations are similar only because there's something to be pulled up but they are opposite.
Here it's very difficult to pull the plunger up because there's a force opposing the force you exert.
There, you don't have difficulty because there's a force, the vapor, which lifts thc lid.
(43) Giacomo: I agree with Enrico and Sebastiano, it isn't similar
(44) Enrico: It's correct to make a comparison with the situation we've already discussed, that is, that
of the inverted glass. There, there was water inside the glass and no air, here, there's nothing in the
cup and the outside air pushes here but also there.
(45) Sebastiano: That's OK.
(46) Giacomo: Yes, OK, those things are similar.

The argumentation dynamics in this discussion sequence was characterized by co-construction of the

new knowledge that the children were trying to integrate in their own conceptual structures. Two of
the individually self-generated analogies were critically examined and considered as not valid in

explaining the mechanism underlying the phenomenon. A new appropriate shared analogy Was finally

identified, although not clearly and completely explicited, which helped them to connect two of the

experienced phenomena in a wider and more integrated framework about internal and external air
pressure.

Third phenomenon: The can with one or two holes

The two following excerpts come from different group discussions. The first shows that the



explanation of thc phenomenon (although with no scientific words) which necessary asked for a new

sharable analogy. The second rcports the children's criticism of some analogies based on the new

developing knowledge and the identification of ncw structural similarities between the examined

situation and a previously analyzed one.

(4) Elena: From one hole the tea comes out, from thc other the air goes in, it doesn't come out.
(5) Francesco: It isn't right to say that the air's inside and it can't go out because there's only one hole.
No air's inside and so it can't go out from one hole and the tea from the other.
(6) Igor: When there's only one bole nothing conies out because the air can't go in the can, it would
need another way.
(7) Francescó: When there's only one hole, the air and the water meet.
(8) Elena: The external air makes pressure on the tea and so it can't go out, but also the air can't go in.
(9) Frrmcesco: Thc air and the tea clash.
(10) Elena: Neither goes in and neither comes out.
(11) Francesco: We don't see air but it exists, it does something. I'Ve had a brainwave!
(12) Irene: While in the bottle neck there was the rubber and the water didn't go in, here the rubber is
when thcre's only one hole and nothing happens.

(8) Sebastiano: The oil can situation isn't a similar thing, it's thc same thing.
(9) Sonia: Yes, the same. There's one hole through which the air goes in and another through which
the oil ciames out.
(10) Elisa: It's the same when we pour water from a liter and half bottle.
(11) Enrico: You mean that the bottle opening's big and so the water can pass through. All the things
could be ... all cases where water or any liquid has to go out, air has to go in.
(12) Sebasnano: To go in and out from a container.
(13) Enrico: Yes, if the opening is large enough it allows the air to go in and the liquid to go out, but
if the opening's narrow ... It's necessary for every substance to have its own route.
(14) Sonia: I can explain another oamparison, it's about a watercleck made by two bottles. You have to
make one hole between the two bottle caps but also another hole in the bottle otherwise water finds it
hard to flow.
(15) Sebastiano: Yes, but the oil can situation isn't similar, it's just the same.
(...)
(24) Elisa: A liter and half bottle of water has a large opening, if it wasn't so large, if there was only a
small opening, we wouldn't be able to pour the water.
(25). Enrico:Yes, it would be clogged with the entering air and the escaping water. It's like what I've
said: if there's a narrow door and two people pass through it in two opposite directions, they get stuck.
Two doors are necessary, one for the person who goes in and the other for the person who comes out.
It's also like the bottle with the rubber around the funnel.
(26) Sebastiano: If there wasn't the rubber, the air would escape from the little space around the
funnel, but if you put the rubber the aires blocked, it can't go out and the water can't go in.

It is noteworthy that the more the children approached the scientific explanation of the phenomena,

the more they were able to recognize the structural similarity between the three, which in the most

advanced learning products will be figured out in an integrated and comprehensive conceptual

st mcture.

Changes in explanations: Individual knowledge growth

0

After the whole-class discussion which followed the small-group discussions, each child was again

indhidually asked to sive his or her explanations of the three air pressure phenomena in the light of
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what he or she had learned by collaboratively reasoning a d arguing on their initial sclf-explanations.

For the quantitative analysis, the data underwent the McNemar test to see whether there were

statistically significant differences between the individual explanations given before and after the

collaborative reasoning and arguing on the phenomena.

The first phenomenon. As concerns the first phenomenon, Table 1 shows the conceptual progress

emerged in the final individual explanations. As can be seen, while in the first individual session only

4 children mentioned the outside air (among them one child had used the word "pressures) which

Exishes the.cardboard to the glats, in the-fmal individnal.session 16 children explicitly referred to the

atmospheric pressure, X2 (1) = 12, pc001..'

The second phenomenon. Conceptual growth in the final individual explanations of the second

phenomenon ic .thown in Table 2. While in the initial individual session 10 children interpreted the

phenomenon of the sink plunger by referring to the fact that the air trapped inside would make the

plunger stick, in the final individual session only 2 children did, X2 (1) = 8, r.005. On the contrary,

while at the beginning only 1 child referred not only to the vacuum in the cup but also to the external

air pressure, after the peer interaction 10 children gave this explanation, X2 (1) = 9, r.00S.

Moreover, another 3 children were also able to explicit the direction of the air pressure difference

between the outside and the inside of the plunger cup.

The third phenomenon. Table 3 shows conceptual growth in the final individual explanations

concerning the third phenomenon. While in the initial individual session 3 children gave a

scientifically acceptable explanation, in the final individual session 11 children did, X2 (1) = 8,

r.005. In addition, another 4 children referred to the idea of pressure *balance" or difference between

the outside air pressure and the pressure of the liquid inside the can. Examples of three children's

initial and final individual explanations of the phenomena are shown in Fig 1.

In giving their final explanations of what happened in experiencing the phenomena, the children drew

analogies again. Some were a new individual product to give a better account of the newly learned

material. For example, Igor generated the following analogy to explain what happened with the OM

hole can:

It's like a medicine dropper. It lets out one drop at a time not all the liquid together. It's like the can
when it has only one hole, we have to squeeze it to have more liquid come out.

Other analogies were those who had been accepted as valid after their critical examination during the

discussions. Moreover, in some cases, the children spontaneously explicited again the reasons which

led them to reject some analogies, mainly the analogy between water (or air) and glue and between

water and a magnet. Fo; example, Francesco -after criticizing his own analogy between the situation

of the inverted glass and the one with a piece of paper attached to a TV screen by saying that air had

nothing to do with it but rather it was a kind of shock- expressed his belief that the best analogy

produced was that of a pen cap on the lips:

21



It docs happen to me whcn I try. It's like the glass, the outside air exerts a pressure on the cardboard
and on the cap, inside it therc isn't any air. Whcn you put the cap on your lips, the air goes out, you
have to suck before and then in the cap, or a glass, there's a vacuum or less air, so it remains attached
to your mouth. It's also like what happens with the plunger.

It is worth pointing out that reaching more scientifically accepted explanations of thc phenomena, the

children were able to perceive them within the same explanatory framework referred to the effects of

air pressure, as we can see below, and to use the same analou to account for all or two of the

phenomena (i.e. the analogy with a glass which sticks to the mouth was referred to explain the .

mechanism of pressure difference for the second and third 'experiment).

The similarities between the phenomena. Astable 4 shows, the children progressed in perceiving the

structural similarity between the three examined phenomena. While at the beginning only 2 children

niaintained that all the phenomena had to do with external air pressure, in the final individual session

12 children explicited that the mechanism of atmospheric pressure was at the basis of the three

phenomena, X2 (1) = 10, p<.005. Fig. 1 shows an example of a similarity perceived by a child in the

initial and final session.

Three children were able to recognize similarities only between two phenomena. Interestingly, two of

them had explicited at the beginning a similarity between all the phenomena based on the fact that air

did something, pointing out that especially in the glass and in the plunger cup the air was very

important. By. group dis,-.-asions they were convinced about the incorrectness of their personal ideas,

so they conceptually progressed understanding that inside the glass there was only water and that

inside the plunger cup pushed on a smooth surface there was the vacuum. This new understanding

was so salient that in the final session they highlighted a similarity only between the phenomena of

the inverted glass and the plunger. The other child explicited the same similarity recognized in the

initial session between these two phenomena by saying that "they stick'.

Metacognitive awareness of conceptual growth

Through the tinal individual interviews it was possible to investigate, in an exploratory way, whether

the children thought they had changed their ideas about the phenomena, in what way, and why. All

but onc said that they had changed explanations and were able to explicit and motivate, although not

ail completely, the changes in thcir conceptual structures. Moreover, several children referred to the

reasons behind their previous conceptions, deeply routed on their personal ontology of air which

associated it with motion.

First of all, noteworthy are the metaconceptual reflections expressed by the children, who experienced

a successful revision of their own ideas, on the plausibility of the newly constructed knowledge which

was nc *. easily combinable with their preexisti4 beliefs. For example, Giovanni explicited themasons

behind his previous conception based on his entrenched belief about air



I didn't know about the internal vacuum and so I didn't know that in the plunger cup there wasn't any

air pressure and outside there was instead a greater air pressure ... we can't see the air so it's difficult.

For example, when there's a flood you can see the water sweeping everything away and so you can

easily understand the concept of water pressure, but air isn't visible, you can perceive it when you

breathe but it's very difficult to perceive its pressure here, in this room. Sometimes also for water you

can't see that it's pushing but I know that if I went to the deep abysses I'd feel water pressing on my

skin.

Also Giulio maintained:

We had to understand.that air's all around us and presses us and the objects in the room. We.can't

tOuch the air but anyway it. does its job ....lt isn't easy to.be aware of it because we don't see it, we

don't perceive it, and so we don't consider it.

In explaining the difficulties he had experienced in changing the alternative theory that air can act

only if in motion, based on the epistemological presupposition that something happens, exists only if

detectable through the senses, Christian said:

The outside air pushes. I only thought that air attracted. When rm outdoor and there's a strong wind I

feel that it comes towards me, I feel the air in motion. Here, in this classroom it's difficult to feel the

air_ at least it would be necessary to have a window open, otherwise it's very hard. Even with the

windows closed there's air here, obviously, which allows us to breathe but its pressure's quite difficult

to understand.

Also Martina and Irene stated they had taken much time to understand what happened in the

experiment with the inverted glass:

I bel ved that air existed but that it wasn't so powerful. I didn't know why I believed that. Now rm

convinced but before doing the experiments and discussing a lot I thought it was impossible to believe

that air, the air in this classroom, exerts a pressure, it's continuously pushing.

After discussing I understood that the external air's pushing on everything and it keeps the cardboard

on the glass. I thought that one of my classmate's idea of a magnet, water's like a magnet, was right

but then I saw that idea was misleading. But rve got to say that it's very difficult to think of air, the

normal air in this room, because now, here, there's air pressure but we art used to this pressure so we

don't perceive it, we don't think of it.

Other metacognitive reflections expressed by the children concerned the analogies self-generated in

understanding the scientific phenomena. Scbastiano commented the abandon of his initial analogy:

The comparison with super-glue, which doesn't harden without air, came to my mind because I
thought that the air trapped in the plunger cup kept it stuck so the super-glue was a pa' comparison.

I held a wrong idea but if somebody had some wrong ideas he could change thcm by list,ning to the

explanations given by the others. My idea that the air remained in the plunger cup, that thu air sucked

it down on the smooth surface, was so strong. I wasn't able to give another explanation, bui then by

thinking of what my claumates were saying, by comparing the different ideu, I understood that there

were more logical reasonings in what they said, that a better, more correct answer existed.

Also Valentina explained the rejection of one of the Ant self-generated analogies:



I found out that the comparison between water and a magnet was completely wrong, it could lead you
to the wrong way. I undcrstood that water didn't have any effects against the cardboard, it pushes
down but it doesn't attract. The glass's completely full with water, there isn't any air inside, the outside
air's important not the water that isn't neither a magnet nor a glue.

In appreciating the role of the collaborative discourse-reasoning, Giovanni pointed out the help he had

got from a particular analogy discussed in his group:

If an idea was wrong, somebody could say that an experiment worked that way, but by discussing with
the others he could recOgnize that the things hadn't happened in that way. The others didn't tell you
"no, no, you're wrong", they persuaded you. Discussing's a different thing, it makes you understand
much better. Also the comparisons we discussed in group helped me to figure out the experiments.
One thing very difficult to understand is made much more understandable by another thing that's
similar and easier. The comparison with the glass on your mouth helped me very much. I knew the
situation with the glass on a mouth. I had tried it many times but I though that my mouth attracted the
glass and nothing more. I didn't recognize that something pushed the glass against my mouth. After
thc experiments and discussing with the others I totally changed my mind and now I know there's air
which pushes continuously on everything.

The metacognitive reflections show that the children were able to self-regulate their own learning

process through the metacognitive awareness of the need of changing conceptions and beliefs to

integrate old and new information in their conceptual ecology In such a way, they experienced a

successful revision of their knowledge. In the final individual interview only one child said that he

had not changed his ideas 'because they were always correct". He generated several analogies based

on his alternative conceptions, which then were critically examined and abandoned by the others but

not by himself. For example, as concerns the first and second rhenomenon, be still held the idea that

water stuck to the cardboard like it was a kind of glue and that the air inside the plunger cup stuck

inside like glue. Indeed, he perceived a similarity only between these two phenomena referred to the

idea that both "stick".

Discussion

The first objective of L study was to verify if fourth gradcrs, explicitly encouraged to create and

apply self-generated analogies, produce and use them in constructing accounts of scientific

phenomena. A total of twenty-seven analogies were self-generated during the children's first

individual atternpt to understand what had happened when they had experienced the three

phenomena. This shom that fourth graders can produce and use own analogies as a kind of self-

explanation both to help them to learn new material and to communicate their understanding to

others. These analogies varied in validity and in explanation quality. As shown above, they began

from being based only on very surface similanUes referred to the tangible aspects of the outcomes,

detectable through the senses (e.g. the analogy between the cardboard attached to the inverted glass

and glue) and ended being based on a relational structure to explain the underlying mechanism in



terms of air existence and its pressure (e.g. analogy between the can with one hole and the bottle with

thc funnel or the analogy between the inverted glass with the cardboard and a glass on the mouth).

As concerns the second objective, aimed at verifying if the self-generated analogies were influenced by

the learners' personal knowledge base, it can be stated that their already possessed knowledge, mainly

characterized by alternative conceptions of .what air could do, affected the self-production of

analogies. From this point of view, even the most incorrect analogies were consistent in the children's

conceptual structures. For example, the first Phenomenon was initially conceptualized referring to the

water action, either as a. glue or a tnagnet, since the children could not think of any kind of action

exerted by the external air on the cardboard Likewise, the second phenomenon, initially

conceptualized in terms of trapped air in the plunger cup, wat compared to other situations in which

containers were filled with air, such as a parachute or a balloon because air 'keeps things up*.

The third objective aimed at verifying how a < ollaborative reasoning context facilitated the evaluation

of individually self-generated analogies and the construction of more advanced explanations of the

examined phenomena. The qualitative analysis concerning reasoning and arguing in group

discussions indicated that through steps of critical opposition and of co-construction, the learners'

negotiated and renegotiated meanings and ideas to share a common knowledge based on the

explicitation of more appropriate analogies supporting more advanced explanations. Students /alio are

given the opportunity to explicit, compare, criticize, and evaluate their verbal explanations can be

facilitated in the process of knowledge growth. In particular, a more knowledgeable and competent

student could be successful in scaffolding the group process of scientific understanding helping his or

her classmates recognize the limitations of representations through which they interpreted facts. Being

challenged in their personal ideas about what air could do, the learners could elaborate and integrate

know ledge at a more advanced level experiencing the need for conceptual regision. Analogies

individually self-generated were collectively critically examined in the light of the new developing

understanding. Therefore, some analogies were easily abandoned as considered completely incorrect

while some others, the most appropriate, were accepted or refined as they bad passed thecollaborative

critical examination.

The fourth objective aimed at investigating whether collaborative reasoning was fruitful at the

individual level. In other words, whether conceptual growth was identifiable in the individual learners'

explanations of the three phenomena as an effect of knowledge appropriation by socio-cognitive

interaction in group discussions. The quantitative data indicated that the children significantly

progressed in understanding each scientific phenomenon by appropriating knowledge from the

collaborative discourse-reasoning, although not all conceptually grew at the same rate. Most of the

children at the beginning kncw that air existed everywhere but the idea of air around us "pushing in"

constantly from all directions seemed to them difficult to be accept as some child maintained. The fact

that air is all around us and that it is an intimate pan of our environment but invisible and *even you

touch it you don't get anything*, at the beginning hindered the recognition of tome of its properties

by almost all the children. In niany ases, indeed, in their conceptual structures air was associated
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with ks motion so it was vety complicated, for example, to figure out how the air in the room, where

there veere no draughts and breezes, could push on the cardboard and make it attach to the glass. The

major qualitative change in the children's' individual explanations for all the three phenomena

concerned the reference to the atmospheric pressure whose action was recognized by ne

overwhelming majority. All but two recognized it in the first phenomenon and, explaining the second

and the third one, one sixth of the child-en were also able to think of air pressure difference and

explicited its direction: Conceptual advances were also detected in the idenuTtcaticiii of the siMilarities

between the three phenomena: from a similarity based on the presence of a common element, the air

acting on the objects involved, for example in holding something (the cardboard, the plunger, the tea)

to a similarity based on the underlying principle of atmospheric pressure. As the children protrmsed

in the scientific understanding of the three phenomena they were able to represent them within a more

integrated and comprehensive explanatory framework. Moreover, in the final interviews almost all the

children reported the criticism to some of the initial analogies discussed in group and the acceptance

of others, and they also produced new appropriate analogies to communicate their new

undcrstanding.

The last objective concerned an exploratory analysis of the children's metacognitive awareness about

their own current representations and their experience of conceptual growth. All but one explicited

metacognitive reflections. By referring to their initial ontological beliefs about air, some of the

children pointed out that the idea about air pressure in a closed container such as the classroom was

initial implausible to their conceptual structures. The change of explanations was reported by

seventeen children and several of them provided the reasons behind their current representations.

Metaconceptual reflections were also expressed on the function of analogy and on the self-generated

analogies to motivate the rejection or the validation of some of them in the light of the new shared

knowledge. The explicitation of successful knowledge revision revealed they bad experienced the need

for changing conceptions in integrating the new developing material by self-regulated learning.

Educational implications

From the findings of this study two main educational implications can be drawn. First, the results

provide evidence that the self-generation of analogies is a means through which students explicit their

own reilesentations appealing to the already possessed knowledge, as a starting point 'for conceptual

growth. Self-analogizing, as a kind of self-explaining, is thus a constructive activity which encourages

the integration of new developing material with existing knowledge, that is, it helps meaningful

learning. Encouraging individual generation as well as collaborative development and modification of

own analogies to explain scientific phenomena in the classroom is an appropriate way of gising

students the opportunity to acknowledge and practice a kind of heuristic recognized as powerful in

the practice of science. In everyday life individuals have to cope with problems and activities.

Learning to produce, use, evaluate, and modify own analogies and explanation in classroom science



learning is a personal resource which may be of great value also out of school.

Second, thc results highlight a way to promote new levels of competence in learners operating within

their zone of proximal development: to create a social constructivist learning environment based on

classroom discussions in which students can question, criticize, and evaluate their different existing

ideas brought to the science class. Teachers should consider that in becoming socialized to the

complex scientific culture of our society, students need to be engaged in sharing meanings, ideas, and

ways of reasoning and arguing. A new way of explaining scientific phenomena can be developed

through socio-cognitive interactions in students group discussions which is then appropriated on the

individual plane. CollaboratiVe discourse-reasoning distribUtes the thinking burden and makes new

knowledge socially shared scaffolding the cognitive activity. Deeply engaged in taking charge of their

own understanding process, students use arguments as tools to critically evaluate the status of own and

others' self-explanations. Argumentation practice stimulated in a peer discussion on a knowledge

object supports students in reflecting and being aware of the value or the limitations and

inconsistencies of personal explanations promoting their metaconceptual awareness, crucial to

conceptual development.
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First phenomenon

Initial session

Igor: The cardboard stays attached because the water in
the glass produces pressure ... No, the air inside the glass
keeps it, there's air inside which sucks the cardboard up
in a certain way. In the glass there are both water and air.

Final session

Igor: There isn't any air inside the glass, where there's
only water, but the air's outside and, from under the
glass, it pushes the cardboard against the glass. Water
pressure pushes down and air pressure up so the water
doesn't fall out.

SecOnd phenomenoti

Initial session

Francesco: Now I'm trapping air, a little of it goes out
but much more remains in the cup. There, on the rough
wall, there are many very small holes so the air can
escape.

Final session

Francesco: The air inside escapes and the air outside has
a pressure on the plunger when I try to pull it off. It
doesn't stay attached to the rough wall because the air
can get into the cup and push but the outside air also
pushes, so the forces are balanced.

Third phenomenon

Initial session

Giacomo: When you buy a can it's never full of
something, there's always a little space for the air, so the
air inside the can blocks the tea or coke from going out
when you make one hole.

Similarities between the phenomena

Final session

Giacomo: If there's only one hole, the tea pressure pushes
to go out, the outside air pressure pushes to go into the
can, the air can't go in and the tea go out because both
find an obstacle.

Initial session

Martina: There's always air inside, the air's the
fundamental element: there, the air's inside the can
because when in the factory the machines put the tea
inside the can, while they put the tea in, the cans fill with
air; in the other one the air's in the glass, it's not visible
but it's there; here in the plunger, the air's here, inside
the cup. All the objects that want to hold something have
air inside.

Final session

Martina: What they have in common is the pressure of
ordinary air. Outside air pressure makes things do what
we've just seen. In the first experiment the outside air
pushes the cardboard against the glass rim and the water
doesn't come down. In the second experiment the outside
air pressure keeps the plunger attached to the smooth
surface, inside the cup there's no air and no pressure. In
the third experiment the outside air pushes on the same
hole on which also the tea pushes to come out and
nothing comes out from the can.

Fig. 1. Examples of changes in the individual explanations
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Table 1. Frequency distiibution of the different individual explanations given for the first phenomenon

before and after group discussions (n=18)

Before After

- Water attracts the cardboard 5 0

- Water glues the cardboard 3 1

The air inside the glass sucks the cardboard up 4 1

- Air cannot get in to replace water 2 0

- Outside air pushes the cardboard up and holds it up * 4 16

(Significant difference at the .001 level (McNemar test).

Table 2. Frequency distribution of the different individual explanations given for the second phenomenon

before and after group discussions (n=18)

Before After

I don't know 1 0

- The plunger is made of a special rubber 1 0

- The air trapped inside makes the plunger stick 41 10 2

- No air inside the plunger 5 3

No air inside thc plunger and outsidc air pressure 41 1 10

- Outside air pressure is greater than inside air pressure 0 3

(*)Significant difference at the .005 level (McNemar test).
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Table 3. Frequency distribution of the different individual explanations given for the third phenomenon

before and after group discussions (n=18)

Before After

- I don't know 1 0

- If there is only one hole the tea gets less force to go out. If there are

two holes the tea gets more force to go out 2 1

If there is only one hole the tea and the air inside the can have to

go out from the same hole. If there are two holes the air inside

goes out from one hole and the tea from the other 3 0

If there is only one hole thc outside air, that has to go in to allow

thc tea to go out, and the tea clash. If there are two holes the air

goes in through one hole and the tca goes out from the other 9 2

- If there is only one hole the outside air and the tea push on the

same hole. If there are two holes the outside air pushes and goes

in through one hole and the tea pushes and goes out from the 3 1 1

other "

- Lf there is only one hole the outside air pressure and the tea

pressure are balanced. If there are two holes the tea pressure on a

hole is greater than the air pressure. 0 4

(*) Significant difference at the .005 level (McNemar test).

Table 4. Frequency distribution of the different similarities identified between the three phenomena before and

after group discussions (n = IS)

Before After

There are no similarities between the three phenomena (only

between two phenomena) 4 3

- In all the phenomena something does not happen 2

In all the phenomena there is air inside a container 4 0

- In all thc phenomena there is air that does something 5 3

- in all the phenomena there is no air inside a container 1 0

In all the phenomena there is the same mechanism, that is, the

ordinary air pressure which pushes continuously on something 2 1 2


